
 

                                                                    
China has doubled down on its "dynamic zero policy" to fight COVID-19. This means 

that Shanghai is unlikely to ease current lockdowns and restrictions on movement 

until the spread of the virus has been contained. However, it is important to 

understand that dynamic zero clearing does not mean reducing total case numbers to 

zero, but rather reducing the community-level spread of COVID-19 to zero so that all 

new infections and cases are found only among populations already in quarantine 

areas or among those who are classified as "close contacts" of confirmed cases.  

Although Shanghai's daily case numbers remain high, the majority of reported cases 

have been discovered among people in quarantined areas. The number of cases found 

at the community level has been declining steadily, this may therefore be the number 

to watch in the coming weeks to get a better gauge of when Shanghai may begin 

easing restrictions. 

Travel restrictions to limit the spread of the coronavirus are causing disruption to 

logistics and supply chain, while ports are also experiencing delays. Imports suffered 

their first fall in 18 months in March, and there are rising concern that restrictions will 

weigh on exports and economic growth.  

Chip and car firms have become first batch of major companies to resume production 

in Shanghai. US carmaker Tesla's Shanghai factory officially resumed production on 

April 19th, with about 8,000 employees back to work under close-looped 

management.  

Quanzhou, the city nearby Xiamen has recorded zero cases in the past 6 days, risk 

level has been lowered down from medium to low from April 21st. Strict traffic control 

has been eased, shipment delivery to Xiamen port returns to normal without any 

restrictions.        

Below is a summary of the most updated situation of AEL-Berkman offices and China 

main port operations  

1. Shanghai - Classified into Locked-down areas, Controlled areas & 

Precautionary areas, movements are limited  

AEL-Berkman Shanghai office: Work From Home from March 28th until further 

notice  

http://ilul.me/?http://www.aelbkm.com/&c=ALZABHPRD&x=677774fccdae408b964cd3fa10e137b6&u=adfd6615ea0b4226a086fcd765166989


Ports in Shanghai: Terminal are required to maintain normal operations, laden 

containers are allowed to gate in  

Trucking in Shanghai: All truckers are requested to provide PCR test negative 

certificate before entering into the city, Shanghai truckers couldn't travel to 

other cities 

FCL container trucking can still operate as normal but quarantine regulations 

limited the mobility of the truck drivers to a great extent  

LCL trucking is greatly affected as warehouse do not accept cargo gate in  

Customs in Shanghai: Normal Operations  

Warehouse in Shanghai: Do not accept cargo gate in during the lockdown 

period 

   2. Ningbo  

AEL-Berkman Ningbo office: Working as normal in office  

Ports in Ningbo: Normal operations  

Trucking in Ningbo: The recent confirmed cases were mainly spread by the 

truck drivers, the local authorities closely monitor the truck drivers and 

imposed very strict regulations for truck drivers moving in and out, trucking 

efficiency has been severely affected 

Customs in Ningbo: Normal Operations  

Warehouse in Ningbo: Working with lower operation efficiency as truckers and 

workers are required to perform PCR tests frequently and operation capacity 

has been reduced  

   3. Shenzhen  

AEL-Berkman Shenzhen office: Working as normal in office  

Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Shenzhen: Normal Operations  

   4. Xiamen  

AEL-Berkman Xiamen Offices: Working as normal in office 

Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Xiamen: Normal Operations  

 

 



Special remarks: 

Quanzhou¡'s risk level changed from medium to low, shippers can deliver 

cargo to Xiamen ports without restrictions  

   5. Qingdao  

AEL-Berkman Qingdao Office: Working as normal in office 

Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Qingdao: Normal Operations  

   6. Hongkong - The Government decided to ease social-distancing curbs      

from April 21st    

AEL-Berkman Hongkong office: Half of team members Work From Home until 

end of April  

          Ports/Trucking/Customs/Warehouse in Hongkong: Normal Operations  

As the situation is changing very fast, above will be adjusted any time according to 

the epidemic situation.  

AEL-Berkman management team is closely monitoring the situation as part of our 

commitment to ensure the safety of our staff while working towards mitigating any 

possible impact to our agent partners and customers' operations.  

Thank you very much for your continued support and appreciate your patience during 

this time. 

 


